Can We fix It?
We often receive requests for repairs on goods that
should be replaced. Understandably, sometimes you just
want a few more months out of your product, and a few
dollar patch will add life to your product. We’ve included
information and photos below on pants that can and
cannot be repaired.

Amaril CAN

 Patch and repair twill
 Patch and repair denim
 Replace zipper pulls
 Do full zipper replacements
 Alter garments

Amaril CANNOT

× Add patches near thick seams
× Patch certain stretch denim
× Replace pant buttons
× Repair thread-barren goods

Stretch denims are tricky to repair. We may suggest not
patching, as the patch will tear out over time on stretch
denims, as you bend and stretch at the knee and near
the zipper. See photo examples below.
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CAN be repaired

Please note, on stretch denims, if tear is on or near
the knee, a patch will tear out over time, as the
knee bends or puts pressure on the fabric. It can be
repaired, but may give out over time.
Note, in the second photo, the fabric is becoming
thread-barren, and would need a full patch, or we
may suggest replacement of good.

CANNOT be repaired

In the first photo, the tear is near the zipper, and
the patch will tear out again over time, due to
bending and stretching. It is also near a seam, and
our equipment needles will break trying to patch
through a thick seam.
In the second photo, the fabric is becoming thread
barren throughout the garment. We cannot replace
worn fabric.

If concerned about your repair or wondering if it can be
fixed, email us a photo! Email cartsales@amaril.com.
Please note, Amaril only patches and repairs goods
purchased through our company.
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